
Marquees & All Weather Provision



BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED MARQUEES FOR WEDDINGS,  PARTIES & OCCASIONS

We can deliver beautiful, complex and unforgettable marquees for milestone events such as wedding 

receptions, parties and corporate events.   There is a variety of marquee styles for you to choose from 

versatile frame tents as well as traditional style pole tents and decorative ‘Chinese Hat’ marquees. 

With our extensive range of marquees, we will be able to provide the  perfect fit for your special day.

Marquee Hire



UNIQUE, INDIVIDUAL & MEMORABLE

Your wedding should reflect your personalities and be memorable for your guests; a marquee venue 

allows you to  create a unique and magical space for a truly special day.  

Unique Locations



Whether you want a classic tent with a star cloth ceiling, a clear roofed marquee with dramatic lighting 
and effects, a dance floor, chill out bar or dining area, we can help you create your dream party venue.

Using a marquee to create an extension to your house, can also create a great party venue. Our marquees 

are joined seamlessly to your house, creating a sealed and genuine extension to an existing space Ideal for 

the winter months, a marquee extension allows guests to pass from building to marquee seamlessly.

For Presentation Receptions



For Corporate Hospitality Functions we can create magnificent events with our marquees.  With over 25 
years experience we offer the following 

• High quality finish and professional advice
• Wet weather planning
• Emergency contacts 24/7 
• Site left as found 
• Realistic timescales.

Corporate Events



Marquees are suitable all year round!

We can design, organise and delivering stunning winter and Christmas marquees, and help you to 
create your perfect seasonal party.

All Year ‘round



Corporate Styles



A marquee alternative - Stretch Tents Sailcloth Tents and Tipis.  Working with only the best, our team has been orchestrating 
marquee events for over 25 years so we know our biscuit!

Our comprehensive service means that we also offer flooring, lighting, linings, star cloth ceilings, tables, 
chairs, heating, walkways, electricity generators and luxury loos – we can also organise caterers, DJs, 
musicians and entertainers. We will deliver a five star service that you can rely on.

Tipi Tents



Able to fit in the most awkward of spots, whether a garden or a massive field, Hats can be a great 
alternative to a marquee.  

Outdoor Settings



Many unique features are available through tipis – Giant Hats, Smaller Hats, Open sides, 

Lighting / Bench Seating, Inside Fire Pits...  

Tipi Flexible 



Stretch tents are perfect for weddings and parties!

A Stretch Tent will provide cover and offers a really fab ambient setting to complement summer 
and late summer events.

Stretch Tents



Stretch at Night



They create a unique polished finish to any outdoor event as far as we’re concerned.

Sailcloth tents – Elegant Sailcloth Tents, Handcrafted by Sailmakers

Sailcloth Tents



Clear Panels PVC, Marquees



We can provide suitable field event toilets and power generators for your event. 

w.c. provision



Each toilet trailer unit uses quality fixtures and fittings and is 
maintained to the highest standards. We deliver clean, fresh 
and fully stocked within 30 miles of our base in Surrey. 
Destinations outside of 30 miles or in central London incur a 
small additional delivery charge. 

Our toilet provider offers luxury toilets as a self-contained 
portable unit. Delivered with ease, as they are transported by 
car to sites and positioned into the most convenient, level 
positioning. They require 13amp plug and the flick of switch and 
off you go! We cover the South East including Surrey, Sussex, 
Kent and Hampshire.

We can provide luxury toilet units of various sizes 
for any event …

W.C.s



Pea Light Canopies, Strobe Lighting, Candles, Candelabra's, Fairy Lights, Light up Letters and more!!

We have numerous options to choose from to light up your marquee…

Lighting



From banquet chairs with a vast selection of seat pad colours, to the more economical wood folding and bistro 
chairs, we can cater to your finished look. Moreover, we provide both round tables and trestle tables so we can 
design any table layout you might like.

Furniture / Styles



Outdoor Dining & Style
Creating Spectacular Outdoor Field Events for a wide variety of clients.



We know that creativity and imagination are essential in creating a unique, stunning wedding which is why we 
work with the best in creativity. Our designers hail from stage, screen and set design and are pros when 
recreating themes and settings for all types of weddings. Its’ exciting stuff!   You’ll get to work hand in hand with 
our event planning team, who have delivered many stylish and designed weddings over the years.

We have access to a huge number of props, stage sets, creative stylists and wedding design planning.

Design 



Creative Variety



Planning a Marquee Event?

With over 25years field event experience we’ll be able to recommend the best marquee type to you.

There are many factors to consider;

• Size and suitability of your land / position
• Time of year
• Theme/type of event
• Price and budget
• Design / style, and much more…

Our senior planning team will be delighted to guide you through the process when choosing the most suitable marquee structure for your occasion.



Events Office
Parallel House

32 London Road, Guildford
Surrey, GU1 2AB

www.thegreatbigevent.com01483 608151


